Reviewer Evaluation Form  
Academy of Pharmacology Educators

Membership Requirements

Current ASPET member?  Yes  No
Current Division of Pharmacology Education (DPE) member?  Yes  No
Personal application letter  Yes  No

Letters of Support (2 required, maximum of 4 accepted; 20 pts possible)
1. Author  Point Value_____
2. Author  Point Value_____
3. Author  Point Value_____
4. Author  Point Value_____

Include letters as Addendum 1

Participation in DPE Activities (75 pts possible)
Years with primary membership in DPE (5 pts/year; 25 pts possible).  Years____
Attendance at DOE meetings (5 pts/year; 25 pts possible).  Years____
Membership in DPE Executive Committee (5 pts/year; 25 pts possible).  Years____

Include as Addendum 2

Scholarship in Pharmacology Education (250 pts possible)
  a. Papers published (including venues such as MedEd Portal, HEAL, etc.) related to
     pharmacology/professional student education
     i. Peer reviewed journals (10 pts/article; 100 pts possible).  Articles___
     ii. Non-peer reviewed journals (5 pts/article; 50 pts possible).  Articles___
  b. Abstracts/presentations (5 pts/item; 50 pts possible).  Items___
  c. Seminars, workshops, etc. given at professional schools or
     institutions of higher learning (5 pts/event; 50 pts possible)  Unique Events___

Include as Addendum 3

Funded Education Grants Related to Pharmacology (150 pts possible)
  a. National/International (50 pts/award; >$50,000; 100 pts possible).  Awards___
  b. Local, state, regional (25 pts/award; <$50,000; 50 pts possible).  Awards___

Include as Addendum 4

Innovation in Curriculum Design or Teaching Methods (100 pts possible)
  a. Description of innovation (10 pts/item)  Items___

Include as Addendum 5

Demonstration of Exemplary Efforts in Pharmacology Education (375 pts possible)
Teaching experience in pharmacology
  a. Direct classroom instruction (100 pts possible)
     i. Years teaching with >20 hrs of pharmacology content (10 pts/yr).  Years____
     ii. Years teaching with <20 hrs of pharmacology content (5 pts/yr).  Years____
b. Director of course or program (100 pts possible)
   i. Years as director of course or program (10 pts/course or program/yr). Years ____.
c. Mentorship (5 pts/advisee; maximum 50 pts)
   i. Graduate student – as dissertation advisor Number ____.
   ii. Post-doctoral fellows – as sponsor Number ____.
   iii. Graduate/Professional students – as designated tutor Number ____.
d. Teaching awards (10 pts/award; 50 pts possible)
   i. Name/Year of Award Number ____.
e. Exemplary evaluations by students (5 pts ea; 50 pts possible) Number ____.
f. Community service (5 pts/item; 25 pts possible) Number ____.

Include as Addendum 6

Demonstration of Involvement in Life-long Learning (50 pts possible)
  a. Continuing education in pharmacology (5 pts/event) Number ____.

Include as Addendum 7

Professional Service in Pharmacology Education (5 pts/event; 50 pts possible)
  b. Service Event – other than DPE Executive Committee Number ____.

Include as Addendum 8